with auyoyo look unpenevatue saline
Heinit obttvivos of the ladid's chawn.
BlOved by life and moved with the show
there's nothing of the flesh she doesn't know.
Immune to drink and smilie in sole fate.
He not mean and he not sick to vulgar bact.

He speaks "White Seal - no thank you - Manocins
St. Manocin? Yes of that band mother. I've heard
I fact I want it for perhaps a year
To cultivate my respectingly dear."

When in the mood to wit, when in a sport
He thus proceeds to imitate Knock the monk.
"You think manie is pretty" this with a teasing look
"She is the living image of our bleged cooke
lame? Were yes, she has got pretty curves
But I, somehow that girl gets in my nerver.

And when you ask me on thi thing a pose.
I am constrained to answer. Search me, Christ only
Knows.
I've seen him when M Bonds was owning high
we common stocks in the ambiguous terms decoy.
And yet I've seen him when without a bluff.
He used hero instead hero discount discounting
And all the day in because he will preserve
the busiest man in all the busy town
yet when with darkness does descend the night
the flèche higher than the sea gulls flight.
And its no easy thing my friends to be lost
with borne retaking at five hundred plucks for but
the gulls are not them with fishing ground
the needle to a magnet (see when I'm learned)
Of course, when I'm done they all rush one
For further data ring with Mary Mildred Halsey
Are almost any one a fact you chose
I mean proceed that the lady tells you
the truth!]

I 'Errow.

Cold August twenty-fifth, there was long
The date approached and will to feeling strong
Good wind, good waves, good — but
I'm ashamed to say
That night with Helen, to meet with the
next day.